Austin
dressed by parents except with skate shoes of his
choice till the middle school years
starts to bald by 25
noticeably strange body type, not skinny nor fat, larger
upper arms make t shirt look tine
considered becoming a marine
boring iPod
the co-worker you have a hard time joking around with

Avery
both parents PBS members
moved a lot
subsequently resulted in mismatched friendships until
adulthood, persuaded to attend catholic reading
groups, too nice to say no
at one point in life, could only think about cross-country
running
life-changing English teacher set her in a new direction
unnerved by the existence of close toed sandals

Braydon
leaves the beach early because it gets too windy
social presentation: soft bro
doesn’t use swear words but insults
wardrobe hoodie intensive
hates all colognes, perfumes, extremely sensitive to
smells, willing to leave anywhere if the smell is too
strong
the uncreative gift giver in a secret santa exchange,
apathetic to this

Barbara
self described “military brat”
never has had to share a room, lived in 8 track homes,
6 of them had different floor plans
never just Barb, don’t even think about Barbie
hair and tassel earrings same length
favorite adjective is the word sparkling
form fit leather jacket (black) on-top of neons
lifestyle heavily funded by Floridian grandparents who
are still kicking even in her early adulthood

Colt
son of bro/surfer/hunter dad
always visibly bored in most situations, means no
disrespect by this though
interested in some form of racing at some point in life
most sexually active from ages 13-15
wishes more things were drive-thru
won’t drive anything that isn’t stick

Carol
there is no way someone under the age of 40 is
named Carol in the United States
dresses relentlessly in business casual
neutral to most things in the workplace but hates one
of her younger co-workers named “Jason”
hand sanitizer, tissues, cookie-scented air freshener on
deck in the sedan
greeting card humor
baffled on how to converse with nieces and nephews

Darius
obsessed with different motorized vehicles (quads,
pocket bikes, cafe racers, motorcross) no hogs or
vespas though
has gotten fucked up at a TGIF Friday’s
mean
has broken friendships at Dave & Busters
really good at 1st person shooters, subsequently really
not fun to be around
son will definitely be a JR.

Denise
doesn’t get contemporary popular music
never hungry just gets cravings
was wearing Michael Kors by age 14
not above playing the Goo Goo Dolls at parties or
“Jumper” by 3EB
hates looking at fish but will eat them
consistently rocky relationship with sister

Emil
loves partnerships, collaborations, even anonymous
authorship – has based a successful art career off of
all of the following
nicknamed “lime” for obvious reasons in school, quickly
bastardized to “limes” and then “slimer” by senior year
easily queasy, car, motion, and sea sick
was never taught any sports by his father, who despite
being perfectly healthy, always looks physically ailing
very slight in disposition

Eleanor
has never had a hair cut she didn’t at some point
regret
currently trying out L as a name
extremely type A, excels in group projects despite
dreading having to work with others
unearthing the deception behind the corporate side of
creativity (will not expand on what that entails exactly)
briefly smoked (didn’t inhale)

Ford
flat brimmed hat and exceptionally tight jeans
confident in his ability to freestyle despite a lacking
flow
puts faith in body spray advertising
several tattoos: “trippy” tree design, one honoring his
family despite both parents disapproving of his
decision to get the tattoo, “deja entendu” album cover
(regrets that one)
horrible at skateboarding

Francesca
owns a celebrity worn Oscar’s dress from eBay
discomforted by sister’s paleness
incredible number of extra-curricular community service
hours
perfect driving record
excelled in beach volley ball/school
aggressive father with bothersome dinner table
manners

Gary
loves extremely sexual 90’s rap music
popular as a lovably freakish (edit: somewhat perverse)
person at his community college
fun to have in class, trolls the professor to no end
works at Subway
can’t remember the last time he’s flossed
Minnesota Timberwolves fan

Gladys
worked at a flea market from ages 12-18
occasionally rocks a beret with blue jeans
briefly acted on public access television
endorser of talk radio, has never listened to a pod cast
though
broke up with her boyfriend after she found out he
named his car Gladys as well
won’t date any men taller than she is

Harris
has several soundclouds, bandcamps. at one point or
another has tried his hand at virtually every type of
music (current: footwork/juke project under the name
DJ SENSEI)
currently working on a film about a kid in a town who
just needs something new in his life. guilt tripped into
casting his friends
extremely competent stoner: hw, directions, cleaning up
messes, working
reach school: Bowdoin, target school: Colorado
College, safety school UC Santa Cruz
rides a mountain bike on the street

Hilary
middle name is Tiffany
will tell you that being Sicilian and being Italian are at
least a world apart of differences
hates her cousins’ manners
briefly had a phase of wearing a worn-in Boston Red
Sox hat
looked like she could have been 30 in her sophomore
year of high school and now at the age of 30 looks
exactly the same

Ian
dresses like an AARP member
once, in school, was the subject of a lunchtime game
where kids would just try to jump over him from any
position
constantly worried about what his siblings are up to
highest scores in the district
hasn’t made the conversion to contact lenses, will
never
father of similar disposition who he often bickers at

Ines
has been pressured into joining the sisterhood
once called her uncle out for saying something racist
at a family reunion
can’t wait to get out of Ocean City, CA
hates all men (in her high school), currently pursuing an
online relationship with a 30 year old Wikipedia editor
from NJ
will probably get into the first college of her choice
bosses love her

Jet
new age parents with weird taste or possesses an
even more bizarre real name
loves the hiking boots and below knee shorts look
dirty (hygienically) / always very unkempt
several incidents in middle school that got him
expelled, now he works in a wilderness camp where he
maintains a teasing relationship with his superior
generally not well-liked, even amongst his other
wilderness campers, won’t share any of his food ever
hates most music
often does the tongue between the peace sign gesture

Joan
soon to play professional women’s basketball
life up until college has been a constant mix of tutoring
and traveling (for basketball)
bizarre diet of mostly bar food
very little time for long term friendships that aren’t also
teammates
hates the cheers her team seems to love

Kimo
has perfected hastily making sandwiches under his
desk in class and at work
has a twin brother Miko (somewhat deranged)
terrifyingly silent demeanor, massive in size, but very
friendly
common knowledge that he’s afraid of ghosts
has driven without a license since before the legal age
favorite comic is Sinbad

Kimberly
father wanted a son who would be a his junior so he
gave her his male name as her middle name
does roller derby
has several traditional tattoos
loves tailgating with her husband and kids
nags her husband constantly about working out/getting
in shape
intense motherly rage
doesn’t feed her children’s friends if they’re only
hanging out for less than two hours, insists they’ll eat
soon enough at their own homes

Les
wardrobe betrays his career – works in IT but has a
steady selection of mechanic shirts and carpenter’s
jeans
was in a commercial for a trade school, not as positive
or friendly as he appears in the commercial, didn’t go
to that trade school
doesn’t get why people go out to eat instead of cook
at home
full name = not Leston
loves staying up really late despite having to often get
up early for work
loves when friends come over to his apartment to
game

Linda
consumes the most amount of Crystal Light beverages
in the United States
very tan and skinny despite being elderly which often
makes her appear deranged
husband started a movement to impeach the president
of his local elks club which created controversy in their
golf cart community and made her life a small living
hell
owns three pugs
loves to spoil her family but not her husband
drives a Jag

Mace
will physically confront someone who makes a pun out
of his name yet refuses to go by Mason
lord of the hallways ages 13-17
attempted to do hw for money in secondary school,
successfully re-upped this business for his fraternity
orange hair buzz cut with many freckles
husky
sensitive despite boorish front
spits heavily

Michaela
was not the only Michaela in her class, infuriated by
this
once pulverized a boy for calling her Mikey but accepts
the nickname Michaela Jordan
just loves fresh white kicks
finds the golden years of popular music were in 2006
to 2008
favorite meal is pepperoni pizza with a Snapple
never had a boyfriend despite her consistent popularity
in high school, met a man named John in college and
she proposed to him (now married)

Navin
extremely narrow understanding of gender relations will
make early college rocky
recently graduated high school with an athletic
scholarship (soccer) and from this gained an extreme
sense of over-confidence
1 earring
parents got him a job at a wine bar which he finds to
be fucking whack
popularized the abbreviation of the word “chill” to “chi”
at his high school but did not invent this
militant iPod car DJ

Natalia
several ongoing twitter beefs, earliest dating back to
2010
gold chain that connects her nose ring to her earing
descendent of an oil baron
philanthropist
working on the formula for a perfume that smells like a
shopping mall
also considering a career as a performance artist
also unashamed capitalist

Oat
removed one of his front teeth for the aesthetic
rarely every visits his parents for no reason, claims
they’ve been brainwashed by internet usage
lied once at a gathering about having not gone to
college despite graduated from UMass Amherst 4
years ago
occasionally rubs dirt on his clothes when he’s nervous
wrote a political folk song about the conspiracy behind
the hygiene industry
empowering to the people, won’t be silent

Olive
loves face: swap, morph, aging, fattening, animating,
distorting apps, has at least ten
sneers at Uniqlo and Muji shoppers
playfully enjoys jury duty, once tried to bring a sign into
the courthouse to root for the defendant
cannot believe half of the sports in the Olympics are
recognized as entertainment
preferred drink: vodka soaked grapes

Preston
guilty pleasure is watching videos of people break
limbs while doing extreme sports
has a decent collection of pinstriped shorts
drinks seven iced coffees a day
always at the designated smoking area of his college
favorite font is the one that’s title of The Godfather
received an enormous fine for using a handicapped
placard despite being perfectly able

Patricia
thinks a lot of normal things are weird
won’t let her sons skateboard not because of the
physical danger but her misconception of the skater
life style
leases all of her vehicles
extremely condescending sense of humor, once
laughed at a guy her age for working at a Whole Foods
married to an artist
has probably purchased more music than anyone else
who has used the iTunes Music Store.

Quartz
has a dog named QUARTZ T-1
prefers headphones that are enormous in size and
project the music he’s listening to (Metallica) when he’s
standing near people on the SF Muni
obsessed with intercepting police radio communication
hates having to wear shirts, developed a strange
relationship with a number of business owners that
allow him to patron the business shirtless. once trolled
his sister by showing up to her wedding wearing a tank
top (took it off after)
long, tangled, unwashed blonde hair
evades public transportation fare almost always

Quincy
has lots of gear with her name embroidered/screened
on to it
favorite fabric is viscose
plans vacations on the desirability of exercise climate,
cannot miss a run
once wrote an essay on the conventions behind talking
dogs in anthropocent-ered movies
very pointy chin which seems to emphasize an overall
inquisitive nature

Rhett
online handle is “Rhettoric”
believes there’s a tunnel from Hong Kong dug
underground into the United States that serves as an
immigration high way
posts several power points to YouTube a month
wants to work in politics but fears the world is
sheparded by the mass-media and will dismiss his
views
interested also in the culture around being a gentlemen

Rita
accessorizes with a clip board for the intimidation
factor
wearing high heals even in the snow or a day off
straight and narrow manner in the office but rumored to
have a completely unpredictable disposition entirely
outside of work
last job was fulla morons
kickboxes

Sage
affected his manner to be always looking down and
clenching his fists when he’s not interacting with
anything
loves The Punisher
favorite party conversation topic is “people’s inner
demons”
plays in a power electronics band called Smiter
also makes art by indenting things by throwing
wrenches at them

Savannah
most likely to unnecessarily accessorize everything
crafted an extremely narrow definition of what good
style is
very good at keeping up with contemporary slang,
acronyms, titles
wants to pierce her kid’s ear at the earliest possible
age, regardless of what it turns out to be
would bring her small dog everywhere with her if she
could, called an old man basic for having an allergic
reaction to it at the DMV

Trevor
always wearing Tevas
used to eat gross things in school for small amounts of
money
tried to make a documentary about napoleon
complexes in college but couldn’t find anyone to
consent
has an enormous appetite despite being extremely
skinny
first concert was definitely Weird Al
got in an dispute with his best friend over which were
cooler, frog shirts or wolf shirts

Tessa
at one point in life was doing three sports (gymnastics,
swimming, fencing), two clubs (mother daughter charity,
young ambassadors) and volunteer work at several
organizations (convalescent home, student crime
watch, the zoo) all at the same time
is never burnt out, rarely quits
read Animal Farm in fifth grade
both parents work as dentists or dental hygienists,
older (by at least a decade) sister teaches rock
climbing
family dog often does not recognize her

Umberto
hates his job as a cable service and repair man
infamous for consuming alcohol out of trash bags at
functions
wants to live on a house boat away from his
roommates
still has to fly to Disneyland yearly for a family trip
wears predominantly grey things
found college to be a sick joke

Ursula
sick of living in a world with walls
has several tropical birds
supported her early teenaged son’s interest in reggae
music until she found out what he was really after
afraid of the Roomba
makes sure house guests see and inspect the
contents of both the fridge in the house and the fridge
in the garage

Vincenzo/Vin
part of a bizarre ritual at family reunions where every
male kisses each other on the forehead in conga line
fashion
forced to run for student council
framed picture of Rudy Giuliani in his living room
plays all sports
only wears athletic wear (preferred brand: Under Armor)
unless there’s a family dinner (Armani Exchange)
got mad at his mom for showing his friends a picture
of him as a baby in an oversized New York Yankees
hat and diaper

Vicky
hair looks somehow perpetually wet
loves to talk about her rat, once brought it to a
relative’s funeral
family dreads dining out with her especially at buffets
was rewarded for good grades by being allowed to live
in the garden shed out back
long square shaped nails, pencil arms, raspy voice
wishes she could have been born three or four
centuries ago
wouldn’t mind being burnt alive instead of dying of old
age, not now though

Wallace
face always has some sort of gleam to the surface,
often gets asked if he’s wearing make up
enormous cylindrical calves
loves to sit in the backseat of the car when he’s with
one other person and they’re driving
imitates people in this go-to baby talk voice that
usually sounds nothing like the speaker
fancy dessert connoisseur
tried popularizing wearing children’s sunglasses along
with a tiny hat one summer

Whitney
works part time at recycled vintage boutique and part
time on ETSY
prefers the MacBook selfie to the iPhone selfie, once
brought the MacBook to the beach
time spent outside of Southern California has been
dreadful
favorite chord is G Barred
ditched the surf board for an electric guitar, signed
quickly

Xavier
founded a different anime club after disagreements
arose
written up at his job after a customer complained
about him playing 8-bit music too loud in the store
famous in high school for karate chopping his diploma
out of the dean’s hand
briefly was acting hard then got enlightened
started a movement against RA surveillance in his
college, gained clout from this

Xochi
started wearing slip-on shoes at 13, has not gone back
since
works at a boba tea and smoothie bar that also has
shows
DJ at her college radio station, plays alternative rock,
goes to most music festivals on the West Coast
got a tattoo artist to paint her bike then a magazine
did an article on it
bought a fish, then a hamster, then a rabbit, now a
guinea pig

Yves
peevish looking little fella
has very recognizable giggle, never bursts out in full-on
laughter but a bizarre cadence of giggles
has a bumper sticker in Apple Chancery that reads “I’m
da king of da court”
delights in the sound of small bells ringing
aspires to one day design textiles to furnish theatrical
productions
can spin his body twice around fully on the tip of his
foot

Yasmine
sings vocal jazz at fairs across the state
most comfortable in a large purple sun hat, capris, and
flats, sometimes a feather boa
has enough talent show money to rent a decent sized
house
appeared in a commercial for a local Ford dealership
briefly voice acted in children’s computer games, never
bothered to play them though

Zachary
always smells faintly like sunscreen
first job was driving his siblings to their various sports,
clubs, tutoring, etc
currently referees for an adult recreational basketball
league, often has to de-escalate tension, often has
friends that come to just watch him ref
loves “squirrel humor”
also thinks shrieking at people’s faces is funny
once avoided being mugged by pulling parts of his
assailant’s hair out and throwing it on the sidewalk

Zabrina
will straight up tell someone that the food they brought
to the party is bad
wears an ornate necklace with a sterling silver feather
that almost impaled her once
still pushing for boho chic
can’t listen to any music before 11 am or converse
with her roommates
has trained herself to look permanently contemplative
does not have a sense of smell
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